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 � Note: This White Paper was designed to function as a stand-alone reference 
document.  It presumes a minimum understanding of the basics of the Critical 
Path Method.  If you do not feel that you have this level of understanding, or 
if you find the content of this White Paper a little “over your head,” you would 
quite likely receive great benefit from reading CPM MECHANICS. 

CPM MECHANICS is Volume 1 of the ICS-Compendium* and forms the basis 
for both the DOMINANT PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERIES and the COGNITIVE PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT SERIES.  This White Paper is heavily referenced in CPM MECHANICS, 
and was written to serve as a supplement to that book. 

To learn more about CPM Mechanics, we encourage you to investigate it at 
www.CpmMechanics.com.

* The ICS-Compendium is a five-year project that began in January 2011. The 
primary eight volumes are scheduled for issuance in six-month increments, 
starting with CPM Mechanics, which is already on bookshelves. Release Dates 
for the other volumes are posted at the ICS-Placement website.  Simply go to 
www.ics-placement.com.

 � Note: Words appearing in bold font are defined in the glossary at the end of the 
White Paper. You may wish to consult the ICS-Dictionary for additional terms 
not defi ned in the glossary.
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Cognitive Project Management's
Three Relationship Categories

I: How Activities Relate: Two Very Different Perspectives
Project Time Management Tools are either Static or Dynamic. Static Project Time 
Management Tools (e.g., Listings, Timetables, and Bar Charts) rarely convey the 
interconnectivity of Activities with any real clarity or usefulness. The depiction of 
how Actions on a Project relate to one another is best left for Dynamic Project Time 
Management Tools.
Central to any discussion of Project Time Management is something called Relationships, 
the aspect of Project Execution efforts (and the Schedules that seek to model them) that 
cause both to be dynamic human endeavors. So what are Relationships?
ICS-Compendium's answer to this question will not only clarify terminology; it will 
constitute one of the more glaring examples of how Cognitive Project Management 
differs from  Dominant Project Management with respect to Project Time Management. [1]

As we introduce these new ideas, we must also contrast them with the status quo, making 
for a rather challenging writing assignment. For, you see, we have two simultaneous 
goals for the entire ICS-Compendium:

   We want to equip you, the reader, with the ability to immediately function within 
Dominant Project Management  Ideology,  Methodology, and  Technology, so that 
when you encounter them, you will be completely productive right out of the 
chute.

1 The term Dominant Project Management is used throughout the ICS-Compendium to refer to the broadest 
grouping of contemporary literature, dogma, standards, best practices, and other formal writings and teachings 
on Project Management topics and refers to today's “conventional wisdom” on Project Management matters. 
In contrast, ICS-Compendium advocates Cognitive Project Management as a superior alternative, designed 
specifi cally for Construction Project Management as practiced in North America
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  Yet we also want you to be an agent for change — someone who will benefit 
the broader world of Project Management by introducing better ways to practice 
Project Time Management.

Nowhere is our writing challenge greater than when it comes to the term, Relationship. 
This is because the viewpoints of the two Project Management models could not be 
more different when it comes to how Activities in a Schedule (or their corresponding 
Actions on the Project) actually relate to one another . 

The next paragraph offers a Nutshell Summary of Cognitive Project Management's
perspective on Relationships. Most of the strange terms in the next paragraph have not 
yet been introduced, so don't fret if the concepts in the paragraph don't make complete 
sense; by the end of this White Paper you will understand it all. But we offer this Nutshell 
Summary anyway, so that you may begin to appreciate how differently Dominant Project 
Management and Cognitive Project Management understand the meaning of the term, 
Relationship.

 � Nutshell Summary: Take a peek at Figure F001. In a nutshell, Cognitive Project 
Management asserts that there are three different categories of Relationships 
between Activities in a Schedule. All Activities in a Network-Based Schedule 
relate Communally and Progressively, while some may also relate Symbiotically. 
Additionally, Progressive Relationships can be further distinguished by the 
immediacy of their influence on their downstream counterparts: Eventually-
 Impacting and  Immediately-Restricting. 
Contrasting all of this, Dominant Project Management only recognizes the 
Immediately-Restricting Relationship subcategory, which is calls a Dependency.

II: Relationship, Beyond Dependence
Now let's explain that NUTSHELL SUMMARY. 

The following discussion explains Cognitive Project Management's view on how Activities 
in a Schedule actually relate to one another. At the end of this discussion we will close 
with a brief comparison of Cognitive Project Management's perspective and the much 
simpler view found in Dominant Project Management literature and teachings -- which 
contends that there is only one way that Activities interrelate: a Successor Activity is 
dependent on a Predecessor Activity. Let's begin:
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According to Dictionary.com, a Relationship is:

  Relationship: A connection, association, or involvement.
  Relationship: An emotional or other connection between people.
  Relationship: Synonyms: Dependence, alliance, kinship.

The third citation tells us that the term Dependence may be considered as synonymous 
with the term Relationship. But not so fast! 

Here is how that same source defi nes Dependence:

  Dependence: State of relying on or needing someone or something for aid, support, 
or the like.

  Dependence:  State of Being conditional or contingent on something, as through a 
natural or Logical sequence.

As we read these two sets of defi nitions, perhaps due to some bias on our part, we 
think we see a distinction between the terms. We think that a Dependency is a type of 
Relationship, and that there may be other types of Relationships that have nothing to do 

COMMUNAL

SYMBIOTIC

PROGRESSIVE

Eventually-Impacting

Immediately-Restricting

THIS ... is what Dominant Project Management 
refers to as a “relationship” or “dependency”

F001: Cognitive's Three Relationship Categories
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with Dependence.  For example, I can be related to my brother through common parents 
without either of us necessarily being dependent on the other. On the other hand, the 
batter at home plate is dependent on the pitcher to throw the ball in order for him to do 
his job, which entails striking the ball with the bat.

The second of the above defi nitions of the word Dependence seems to support our thesis. 
Dependence has to do with “being conditional or contingent on something.” Let’s take 
an example from a typical Construction Project. 

 � Most interior walls have utilities running through them. Think about it. Most 
walls have electrical outlets and at least one wall, per room, has a wall switch. 
An interior wall is commonly comprised of (a) wall framing, (b) in-wall utilities, 
and (c) drywall (which is screwed to both sides of the wall framing. Most walls 
are also finished in some manner (e.g., paint, wall-covering). 

Here is a typical sequence of Activities associated with erecting a wall:
  Step 1: ERECT WALL FRAMING, performed by Drywall Contractor
  Step 2: INSTALL IN-WALL ELECTRIC, performed by the Electrical Contractor
  Step 3: ATTACH DRYWALL, performed by Drywall Contractor
  Step 4: PAINT WALLS, performed by a Painting Contractor
  Step 5: ATTACH ELECTRICAL TRIM, performed by Electrical Contractor

Hopefully you have spotted the Dependencies and indeed even the Dependencies between 
the players:

  The Electrical Contractor cannot commence INSTALL IN-WALL ELECTRIC until the 
Drywall Contractor has performed ERECT WALL FRAMING. 

  In turn, the Drywall Contractor cannot complete ATTACH DRYWALL until the 
Electrical Contractor has completed INSTALL IN-WALL ELECTRIC

   Finally, the Electrical Contractor cannot complete ATTACH ELECTRICAL TRIM, until 
the Painting Contractor completes PAINT WALLS. 

From all of this we can confi dently assert that:
1.  The Painting Contractor is dependent on the timely performance of the Drywall 

Contractor.
2.  The Electrical Contractor is dependent on both the Drywall and Painting 

Contractors.
3.  The Drywall Contractor is partially dependent on the Electrical Contractor. 
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It would seem, then, that Dependence has very much to do with “being conditional or 
contingent on something.” 

But can Activities relate in ways other than through Dependencies? For instance, is there 
possibly a Relationship between a Flooring Contractor (who lays carpet and sets fl oor 
tile) and, say, a Landscaping Contractor who plants trees and seeds/sods the grounds 
— even though it is quite unlikely that either is directly dependent upon the other, per 
se?  Cognitive Project Management says, "Yes!"

III: Cognitive's Three  Relationship Categories
Cognitive Project Management makes the bold assertion that all Actions on a Project, 
and thus all Activities in the Project Schedule, are related to one another — whether or  
not they are dependent on one another.  [2] For the sake of the upcoming discussion about 
Dependencies, let us defi ne what Cognitive Project Management has identifi ed as three 
Relationship Categories. Refer to Figure F001. 

According to Cognitive Project Management, there are three categories of Relationships 
at play among the Activities within a typical Construction Project Schedule which, you 
will recall, mirror  corresponding interrelated Actions on the Project itself. From the 
ICS-Dictionary:

  Communal Relationship: A Communal Relationship is formed between two Activities if 
they share one or more common, Project Performance Determinants. A Progressive 
Relationship is one of three Relationship Categories found in a CPM Schedule.

  Symbiotic Relationship: A Symbiotic Relationship between two Activities is one in 
which the performance of each Activity may (or may not) have an impact/effect 
on the conditions under which the other Activity must perform. The potential to 
impact or affect the other Activity's operational conditions exists in both directions 
– but need not necessarily ever occur. A Symbiotic Relationship is one of three 
Relationship Categories that may be found in a CPM Schedule.

  Progressive Relationship: A Progressive Relationship exists between two Activities that 
are linked together by way of Performance Restrictions (and possibly additional 
intervening Activities). In a Progressive Relationship, the timing of a downstream 
Activity is or will be affected by the timely performance of one or more upstream 
Activities.

2 This means that Activities can be related to one another even if they are not connected to each other by way of 
Logic Ties. All of this will be explained in the following pages.
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There are two subcategories of Progressive Relationships: Eventually- Impacting 
and  Immediately-Restricting. In an Immediately-Restricting  Progressive 
Relationship, the Activity-Pair is separated at most by two Performance Linkages. 
In an Eventually-Impacting Progressive Relationship, the Activity-Pair is 
separated by both one or more Activities, and by two or more Restriction Linkages 
that string all Activities into a Progressive series. All of this will be explained in 
much greater detail, below.
Dominant Project Management uses the interchangeable terms Relationship or 
Dependency to refer to what Cognitive Project Management calls an  Immediately-
Restricting Progressive Relationship. 

 � The four varieties of Performance Restrictions (called Restriction Linkages) are 
Default Restriction (Finish-to-Start),  Start Restriction (Start-to-Start),  Finish 
Restriction (Finish-to-Finish), and  Holdback Restriction (Start-to-Finish).

III.A: Communal Relationships
The central feature of a Communal Relationship between two Actions on a Project, 
and thus between their corresponding Activities in the Schedule, is that they share a 
common  Project  Performance Determinant that is in limited supply . According to the 
ICS-Dictionary, a Performance Determinant is:

  Performance Determinant: A Performance Determinant is a Project Performance Variable 
that is shared by Activities in a Communal Relationship. Examples of Project 
Determinants include information (e.g., timely answer to an RFI), participants 
(e.g., access to Owner, PM, etc), work space (e.g., access to job site or limited 
work area), and resources (e.g., labor, materials, equipment).

It is the limitedness of the Performance Determinant that creates a predictable and 
ever-present tension in Communal Relationships. Such tension need not be a bad thing  
but, that said, tension is tension. It is an intrinsic force that must be acknowledged and 
factored into Project Management  Ideology — which Cognitive Project Management 
does quite well.

Think of riders on a commuter train. For all intents and purposes, they are complete 
strangers. Yet, they still have something in common: they are riders on the same train 
together. 

  Should the train lose power while underground in a tunnel, they will all be facing 
the same challenge: how to calmly and safely exit the train, find their way out 
of the tunnel to safety above-ground, and do so without trampling one another!
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  If the train is late, they will all be late in arriving at their respective destinations. 
  If one of them gets sick onboard, the others will be subjected to the unpleasant 

consequences.
An example of a Communal Relationship is the alligator pit at the local zoo. When 
one alligator repositions itself, it can easily set off a series of movements by the other 
alligators in the pit, as they attempt to reestablish their respective comfort zones. What 
the alligators have in common – that is, the Performance Determinant – is the limited 
space within the pit. 

Cognitive Project Management chose the word Communal, because it stems from the 
Old French, comuner, which means “to hold in common.” Dictionary.com defi nes 
Communal as:

  Communal: Used or shared in common by everyone in a group.

On a typical Construction Project, there are some Performance Determinants that are 
always in limited supply. Take, for instance, the Owner; there is only one Owner. There 
is only one Architect. There is only one General Contractor, and it has only one Project 
Manager. There is only one job site. There is only one neighborhood surrounding the 
job site. There is only one Contract and one binding set of construction drawings and 
specifi cations. 

And of all Performance Determinants in short supply, there is only one window of 
opportunity in which to perform the Project. Said differently, the Contract establishes 
a PROJECT START Date and a required PROJECT COMPLETION Date – together establishing 
a limited Project Performance period. All members of the Project Team must work 
together to use this limited amount of Time (Performance Determinant) as wisely and 
harmoniously as possible.  What we have just described is a Zero Sum Game situation.

In Gaming Theory, there is this concept called the  Zero Sum Game. Here is how Wikipedia 
explains Zero Sum Game:

  Zero Sum Game: In Game Theory, Zero-Sum describes a situation in which a 
participant's gain or loss is exactly balanced by the losses or gains of the other 
participant(s).  If the total gains of the participants are added up, and the total 
losses are subtracted, they will sum to zero ... where the benefi ts and losses to all 
players sum to the same value of money (or utility). Cutting a cake is Zero Sum, 
because taking a larger piece reduces the amount of cake available for others.
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Now think about the typical Design-Bid-Build Construction Project. An Owner, through its 
Design Professionals (Architects and/or Engineers) issues a REQUEST FOR BIDS, and several 
local Contractors bid on the Project. The successful bidder is awarded the Contract, thus 
becoming the General Contractor. A fi rm price is established that the Owner promises 
to pay the General Contractor in exchange for completion of the Work of the Project. 

In turn, the General Contractor solicits bids from Specialty Contractors (e.g., electrical, 
mechanical, landscaping, fl ooring, painting, etc.) and awards what are called Subcontracts. 
The sum of the Subcontracts, plus a reasonable mark-up on those Subcontracts, equals 
the contract price between the General Contractor and the Owner. 

Is this not an excellent example of the Zero Sum Game situation? If unanticipated costs 
creep into the Project, the General Contractor has only two choices: either absorb the 
cost, or try passing it on — to either the Owner or the Subcontractors. Depending on 
what is causing the unanticipated cost, the General Contractor may or may not have a 
legitimate claim for reimbursement with someone. For example:

  If the cost derives from additional  Work Scope requested by the Owner, then 
the Owner will be expected to pay more than the initially agreed-upon Contract 
price in exchange for the additional Scope. 

  If, on the other hand, the cost comes from a need to rid the job site of debris from 
the construction Actions of the Subcontractors, then the General Contractor may 
invoice (back charge) the Subs for the extraneous cost. 

In either scenario, what leaves one pocket ends up in another pocket.  This is Zero Sum 
Game in action! But money is hardly the only hotly contested Project Performance 
Determinant. What about Time?
You and I experience a Zero Sum Game condition whenever we idle in a turn lane at a 
traffi c signal, waiting for the green arrow to appear. As soon as it does, we are anxious 
for any cars in front of us to get going! If the cars ahead of us dally, we may not get to 
the front of the line and through the interchange in the current signaling cycle. 

We will be forced to remain idling again for another few minutes until the next green 
arrow appears; even then, only for a few short seconds. The amount of Time that one 
party consumes reduces the amount of Time available to downstream others.

On a Construction Project, Actions are typically performed in a particular Sequence. 
And groups of sequenced Actions may need to be completed by an arbitrary date set by 
the Owner (in the Contract) or by the Contractors themselves (in the mutually-agreed 
upon Schedule). 

This is a case of Zero Sum Game related to Time, in that -- even if the set of Actions, as a 
whole, have more than enough Time to make the Deadline Milestone -- if any upstream 
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Action in the series is too slow to get going, then all of the downstream Actions will be 
stripped of that squandered Time, and might even be considered “behind Schedule!” 

 � For those of you who are already a bit familiar with  Critical Path Method 
concepts, you may be thinking that we are beginning to hint about  Total Float, 
or more particularly about Free Float. To be sure, Zero Sum Game Theory helps 
us to better understand the debilitating effect on the Schedule when certain 
upstream Activities consume or squander both  Total Float and Free Float, 
leaving less (or none) for downstream Activities.  But there is more to Zero 
Sum Game (related to Time) than mere loss of Float. Read on!

It should be obvious that every  Activity in the Schedule, just as every  Action on the 
Project, has a Communal Relationship with every other Activity, or Project Action. The 
signifi cance of Communal Relationships will be left for the end of CHAPTER EIGHT as well 
as other  ICS-Compendium volumes. For now, though, simply know that this category 
of Relationships exists between Activities, even between Activities that are not linked 
to one another by way of Logic Ties.  

III.B: Symbiotic Relationships

A second Relationship Category among Activities in a Schedule that has been identifi ed  
and formalized by Cognitive Project Management is called the Symbiotic Relationship. 
Symbiotic Relationships are ones in which, as a consequence of downstream Milestones 
that are common to both Activities/Actions of the Symbiotic Pair, behavior by one 
Relationship member can (and quite often does) have an infl uence on the behavior of 
the other Symbiotic Pair member.  

Symbiotic Relationships help us to understand the role of human judgment and human 
reaction in how things do (or do not) get done on a Construction Project.  A simple 
example of a Symbiotic Relationship is having to pick up a family member at the airport. 

On the afternoon of their arrival, from your offi ce you check the airline’s website and learn 
that the fl ight left BALTIMORE 40 minutes late. You choose to remain at your desk and do 
some more work. You and the traveling family member have a Symbiotic Relationship. 

To explain, suppose that you check an hour later and learn that the plane has enjoyed 
helpful tail wind and is now expected to arrive only fi ve minutes late. You might then 
panic because now it is you who will be late, as you should have left your offi ce for the 
airport fi fteen minutes earlier (based on this new information)!

� For those of you who are already a bit familiar with Critical Path Method 
concepts, you may be thinking that we are beginning to hint about Total Float, 
or more particularly about Free Float. To be sure, Zero Sum Game Theory helps 
us to better understand the debilitating effect on the Schedule when certain 
upstream Activities consume or squander both Total Float and Free Float, 
leaving less (or none) for downstream Activities.  But there is more to Zero 
Sum Game (related to Time) than mere loss of Float. Read on!
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Left with no other choice, you leave a message on your family member’s cell phone 
saying that you will be arriving at the airport fi fteen minutes late. Upon landing and turning 
on her cell phone, your cousin listens to your message and in turn decides that, since she 
has time, she will stop in the gift shop and scout for a present for your son.

Now, what if you get to the airport only ten minutes late, and what if your cousin is stuck 
in the checkout line behind a picky customer? You approach the PASSENGER ARRIVALS 
curb, and a security offi cer directs you to “keep moving.” This means another complete 
circuit around the entire airport. 

Just as you accelerate away, your cousin reaches the curb and, not seeing you waiting, 
steps back inside the terminal where it is air-conditioned and a bench awaits. This is 
how Symbiotic Relationships work. 

 � Notice the critical role that human judgment and human reaction play.

The elements of a Symbiotic Relationship are (a) two Activities/Actions and (b) a 
Dynamic Relationship whereby the performance of one Activity/Action can (and often 
does) infl uence the performance decisions, judgments, and conduct of the other Activity/
Action. 

Are you clear on how a Communal Relationship differs from a Symbiotic Relationship? 
A Communal Relationship refers to one in which two parties are competing for access 
to a common, limited Project Performance Determinant. Because of their Zero Sum 
Game nature, the identifying characteristic of a Communal Relationship is that it often 
encumbers the ability of the Relationship members (Activities/Actions) to perform. For 
example, if the Architect is busy addressing your question, he is not tending to my query 
… and my people and I are left twirling in the wind waiting for you to complete your 
discussion and allow the Architect to turn to our issues.

By contrast, a Symbiotic Relationship is one in which one Relationship member’s behavior 
ultimately infl uences the other member’s performance decisions, judgments, and conduct. 
The practical manifestation of a Symbiotic Relationship is that the infl uenced member 
adjusts its own course of action based on its observation of the infl uencing member’s 
performance. And the infl uenced member’s behavior in turn becomes infl uential upon 
the other member! And ‘round and round it goes.’

Symbiotic Relationships are extremely common on Construction Projects.  Keep in mind 
that most Project Actions are part of a larger  Project Execution Strategy, agreed to both 
collectively and individually by the Project Team. This  Project Execution Strategy is 
intended to ensure achievement of mutually agreed-upon goals. When one party sees that 
the other party will be late in arriving at a goal, the observing party quite often adjusts 

� Notice the critical role that human judgment and human reaction play.
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its own effort accordingly. This happens all of the time on Construction Projects. 

Two frequently observed examples of Symbiotic Relationships in action on Construction 
Projects are Cognitive Balance and Concurrent Delay:

  Cognitive Balance: Cognitive Balance stems from a motivational theory of attitude 
change proposed by FRITZ HEIDER, which conceptualizes the consistency motive
as a drive toward psychological balance. HEIDER proposed that if you dislike 
an object, but learn that the person who created the object is someone that you 
like … you will most likely adjust your feeling toward either the object, or the 
person, in order to achieve Cognitive Balance. [3]  
On a Construction Project where a Construction Manager is involved, the General 
Contractor might naturally assume that the CM will favor the Owner in any dispute 
between Owner and General Contractor. As a result, the General Contractor may 
alter its approach to factors affecting the relationship between them … such as 
(drum roll) stacking the Project Schedule in favor of the Contractor. 
Likewise, the CM and Owner quite often “look for” evidence that the Contractor 
has front-loaded [4] the Project Schedule, or played some other "game” with the 
Schedule, in order to better its own situation. Cognitive Balance goes hand in 
hand with distrust, doesn't it?

   Concurrent Delays: Ask any seasoned Construction Claims Consultant and they will 
tell you that a common phenomenon that is uncovered during  Forensic Analysis 
of a Delay Claim is when each party sees that the other party is “running long,” 
and so they in turn slow down. Maybe the Owner sees (or perceives that) the 
Contractor is running behind Schedule, and decides that this would be a good 
time to introduce a design change. In turn, however, the Contractor is made aware 
of the Owner contemplating a major design change, and figures “why rush?”  
These are further examples of Cognitive Balance at full steam.

To recap: In a Communal Relationship one member’s behavior affects the other member’s 
ability to perform. In a Symbiotic Relationship, one member’s behavior affects the other 
member’s willingness to perform. 

 � Think of the expression "willing and able.” Symbiotic Relationships reflect 
willingness. Communal Relationships reflect ability.

3 See Wikipedia, under Cognitive Balance.
4 Front-Loading refers to the assignment of disproportionately high dollar values to Activities that will be performed 

in the opening weeks and months of a Project, in order to justify higher initial progress payment invoices.
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The choice of the word “willingness” may seem to be a bit of a stretch. But 
later in this book, we will talk about how an  Earliest Finish at the end of one 
Activity Path can be used to determine another Activity Path's Latest Finish! 
Project Participants often instinctively sense these quantitative offsets and the 
natural response is an adjustment in willingness to sustain the Plan.

 � We also want to point out that Activities/Actions related Communally or 
Symbiotically need not also be linked through a Progressive Relationship 
(through Logic Ties). 

There is no guarantee that a Project will have any Symbiotic Relationships.  By contrast, 
every Project, and hence every Project Schedule, has certain over-arching conditions 
such that they will always be competing for access to certain resources, assignment of 
priority over competing Activities/Actions, and so forth. 

Said more succinctly, Communal Relationships are ones that unequivocally and always 
exist on every Project, and evidence of their existence can be found in every Project 
Schedule. Contrast this with Symbiotic Relationships which may or may not exist on a 
Project, or be evidenced in a Project Schedule.

III.C: Progressive Relationships

This brings us to the predominant Relationship Category with respect to the Critical Path 
Method of Modeling, the  Progressive Relationship.  In Progressive Relationships the 
performance of a downstream  Activity is necessarily restricted by the prior performance 
of one or more upstream Activities to which it is connected through what  Cognitive 
Project Management calls Performance Restrictions.   Here is the ICS-Dictionary 
defi nition of a  Performance Restriction:

  Performance Restriction: Performance Restriction is the name that Cognitive Project 
Management has given to the four possible ways that Activities can be dependently 
linked to one another in Progressive Relationships within the Critical Path 
Method. Each distinct confi guration is called a Restriction Linkage. The four 
Restriction Linkages of Cognitive Project Management correspond to the four 
Dependency Types (or Relationship Types) of Dominant Project Management: 
Default Restriction (Finish-to-Start Dependency), Start Restriction (Start-to-Start 
Dependency), Finish Restriction (Finish-to-Finish Dependency), and Holdback 
Restriction (Start-to-Finish Dependency).
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Earlier, we told you that the so-called Dependent Relationship of the Dominant Project 
Management model is actually a subset of this third Relationship Category, the Progressive 
Relationship.  The correlation is not one-for-one, however. As will be explained on the 
following pages, while all Dependent Relationships are Progressive Relationships, not 
all Progressive Relationships are necessarily Dependent Relationships — at least, as 
the word Dependent is understood and used in Dominant Project Management circles. 

So let us take a moment to get clear on how Dominant Project Management uses the 
term, Dependent Relationship, and why Cognitive Project Management has elected to 
substitute it with a new term, Performance Restriction.

III.C.1: Understanding the Term, Dependent
We begin this discussion by considering how the term “dependent” is used in Dominant 
Project Management circles. Recall the Dictionary.com defi nition of the word Dependent:

  Dependent:  State of being conditional or contingent on something, as through a 
natural or logical sequence. 

Let’s test this defi nition with an example. Imagine that you are standing in line at the 
Post Offi ce with boxes cradled in your arm, awaiting your turn at the counter. Ahead of 
you are three other customers.

The ELDERLY WOMAN with blue-grey hair immediately in front of you stands behind 
a HANDSOME MAN in his mid-20s. Heading the line is the customer busily eyeing the 
three windows to see which one will break free fi rst, a PREGNANT LADY whose one hand 
clutches a pink slip of paper, and whose other hand warmly clasps the tiny fi ngers of 
what appears to be her daughter.

So we ask you: With respect to how soon you will emerge from the Post Offi ce and be 
on your way to other chores, on whom are you dependent? Would you say that you are 
only dependent on the ELDERLY WOMAN directly in front of you? 

“Of course not,” you would quickly respond. You would explain that, in reality, you 
are dependent on all three customers who are ahead of you in line. And that is because, 
whether collectively or individually, the earliest that you can conduct your business 
with postal clerk depends squarely on how much time these three other customers will 
require to complete their business.

A sign on the wall reads: “First come, fi rst served.” Application of this simple Rule 
allows us to formulate two possible sets of statements meant to describe the prerequisites 
to each customer's approach to the counter. The fi rst set of statements recognizes all 
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preceding customers; the second set of statements only recognizes the immediately 
preceding customer. 

  All Preceding Customers:  The first set of declarations acknowledges all of the 
Dependencies created by the Rule, whether immediate or remote.

  HANDSOME MAN depends on PREGNANT LADY.
  ELDERLY WOMAN depends on PREGNANT LADY and HANDSOME MAN.
  YOU depend on PREGNANT LADY, HANDSOME MAN, and ELDERLY WOMAN'S.

   Immediately Preceding Customer: The second set of declarations describes only the three 
immediate Dependencies created by the Rule.

  HANDSOME MAN'S business at the window cannot begin until after PREGNANT 
LADY has fi nished her business there. Said differently, the start of HANDSOME 
MAN'S business depends on the prior completion of PREGNANT LADY'S business. 

  ELDERLY WOMAN'S business at the window cannot begin until HANDSOME MAN

has fi nished his business there. Said differently, the start of ELDERLY WOMAN'S
business depends on the prior completion of HANDSOME MAN'S business.

  YOUR business at the window cannot begin until after ELDERLY WOMAN has 
fi nished her business there. Said differently, the start of your business depends 
on the prior completion of ELDERLY WOMAN'S business.

Do you appreciate the important difference between these two sets of statements? The 
latter set speaks only of immediate Dependencies. The fi rst set speaks of all Dependencies, 
whether Immediate or Eventual. 

Now let us return to the previously cited defi nition of the word Dependent and, based 
on it, decide whether we should apply the fi rst or second set of statements to the term 
Dependency, when we are talking about the Relationship between Activities in a Project 
Schedule.

 � We are having this elaborate discussion about Dependency because the word 
Dependent is the primary term used by Dominant Project Management to 
describe the Relationship between Activities in a Schedule. As it is, Cognitive 
Project Management does not employ the word Dependency as a special term. 
It is solely because of its supreme role in Dominant Project Management 
literature, that we consider it a meaningful starting point for our discussion.

  Dependent: The  state of being conditional or contingent on something, as through 
a natural or logical sequence.
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We hope you will agree with us that, while the statements in the second group may be 
consistent with this defi nition, they do not refl ect the entire truth. In other words, while it 
is true that each person in line, except the fi rst one (PREGNANT LADY), is dependent on the 
person immediately in front of them … it is not true that each person is only dependent 
on the person immediately in front of them. And so, the fi rst set of statements reminds 
us that every person is ultimately dependent on all customers in front of them. 

As Cognitive Project Management sees it, every  Activity in a Project Schedule -- just 
as every  Action on the Project itself – is dependent upon the timely performance of all 
prior (upstream) Activities/Actions – in whole or in part -- to which the subject Activity/
Action is Logically connected, whether Immediately or Eventually.

Notice those last words, “logically connected.” The Dictionary.com definition 
acknowledges this same necessary element in order for a Dependency to exist: “… as 
through a natural or logical sequence.”

But here is where we have one of those situations that we discussed earlier -- where 
what Cognitive Project Management holds to be true differs from what Dominant Project 
Management doctrine asserts. 

According to Dominant Project Management usage, the term Dependency is reserved 
for just Activities/Actions of the Immediate order. Therefore, in the Project Schedule 
Dependent Activities are construed as just those that are connected to one another 
such that no intervening Activity comes between them. By contrast, Cognitive Project 
Management contends that every Activity is dependent upon every other preceding 
Activity to which it is tied in a “logical sequence.”  

Given these two very different understandings of what constitutes a Dependency between 
Activities linked by way of Logic Ties in a Schedule, the  ICS-Compendium Development 
Team faced a diffi cult decision: 

  Advance the Cognitive Interpretation:  Should we redefine the word Dependency to include 
all Activities/Actions? If we did this, we would no doubt introduce confusion (and 
likely draw strong resistance) from the Dominant Project Management world. 

  Adopt the Dominant Interpretation:  Should we adopt the mainstream use of the term -- that 
a Dependent Relationship refers only to a directly Dependent Relationship – and 
disregard any Dependent Relationships that is indirectly connected? 

   Invent New Term: Should we invent a separate term to describe all Dependent 
Relationships? 
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III.C.2: Understanding the Term, Progressive
We went with the third option: a new term. We decided to coin the expression Progressive 
Relationship. 

The word Progressive is defi ned by Dictionary.com as follows:

  Progressive: Proceeding or progressing by steps or degrees. 
  Progressive: Going forward or onward; passing successively from one member of 
a series to the next; proceeding step by step. 

  Progressive: Tending to become more severe or wider in Scope, as of a disease or 
paralysis .

We are certain that you will agree that the word Progressive says what needs to be said 
about Projects, and the Schedules that strive to model their Performance Execution. The 
Activities/Actions of a Project build (no pun intended) upon one another; that is to say, 
the work of the Project progresses, if you will.
The manner in which the discrete Actions of the Project build upon one another is refl ected 
in the Schedule by way of Logic Ties, which defi ne and clarify the Dependencies of 
Activities, one to the other. 

III.D: Introducing the Term, Restriction
Now comes a matter of semantics and  Ideology. Dominant Project Management is surely 
not wrong to describe the interconnectivity of Activities with the word Dependency, the 
Successor Activity being dependent upon the Predecessor Activity. 

But Cognitive Project Management prefers another term that also explains the Progressive 
Relationship one that highlights the real-life consequence of mutually-made  Commitments 
and promises between Project Team members: Restriction.  

Let us start with the ICS-Dictionary defi nition:

  Restriction: According to Cognitive Project Management, any Immediately-
Restricting Progressive Relationship connects two Activities such that the 
performance of the downstream Activity is to some measurable extent delayed 
by the prior performance of the upstream Activity. This delaying effect is called 
a Restriction, and the extent of the Restriction is numerically expressed as a 
Restriction Delay.

When the Project Team convenes to develop the Project Schedule, they collaborate on 
the creation of a  Project Execution Strategy, right? Well, that Project Execution Strategy 
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contains hundreds if not thousands of specifi c Linkages between the Activities of the 
Schedule, each representing a Commitment by one party to any other parties with whom 
they are operationally connected. The process of Schedule Development captures what 
begins as real-life, handshake Commitments between the parties and manifests the same 
in the Project Schedule as operational Restrictions -- albeit self-imposed ones.

III.D.1: Understanding Restriction Objectives
You may be wondering why we felt the need to substitute the word Dependency with 
Restriction; after all, aren't we just splitting hairs over meaning? But we think that the 
different meaning of the two words is at the very heart of why we prefer Restriction over 
Dependency. And we think that the two words are not synonymous.

The best explanation for our adoption of the term Restriction is to be found by peeling 
away yet another layer of the Schedule onion. In the last few years there has been 
heightened interest in a rather technical pursuit: categorizing and codifying different 
reasons for imposing Relationship Linkages.

Until only a few years ago, Logic Ties were at most divided into two broad categories: 
Hard  Logic and  Soft Logic. Hard Logic referred to Linkages between Activities that 
were absolutely necessary, whereas Soft Logic was always to some degree optional or 
discretionary. Examples of Hard Logic might include:

  HANG DRYWALL   ► TAPE/SPACKLE/SAND DRYWALL ► PAINT WALL

  PLACE CONCRETE FLOOR ► ERECT CONCRETE BLOCK WALLS

  PAVE ROADWAY ► PAINT/STRIPE ROADWAY

In each of the above examples, the right-side Activity in an Activity-Pair is necessarily 
Restricted by some amount of performance of the left-side Activity in the same 
Activity-Pair. For instance, you cannot paint a wall until the joints between the sheets 
of drywall have been taped, spackled, and sanded smooth. 

Soft Logic, by contrast, has an optional aspect to it. That is, there may be more than one 
way to perform the Work; the Project Team settles on an agreed-upon approach, and 
it is this approach that is formalized in the Schedule. For instance, they may decide to 
proceed through a building from west to east ... or from east to west. 

Depending on the choice made by the Project Team, the string of Logic might differ 
noticeably. For instance:

  INSTALL FLOORING, 2ND FLOOR WEST ►INSTALL FLOORING, 2ND FLOOR EAST

  INSTALL FLOORING, 2ND FLOOR EAST ►INSTALL FLOORING, 2ND FLOOR WEST
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As we said, since about the start of the 21st century there has been a sharp increase in 
interest in the categorizing and codifying of reasons why Linkages are employed in 
Schedules. Possibly the most impressive effort to date along these lines is the good work 
of Dr. Fred Plotnick, with his Relationship-Driven Critical Path Method ( RDCPM).
In an attempt to keep things as simple as possible, however, Cognitive Project Management 
has limited its categorization — of the reasons why Logic Ties are injected into a Schedule 
— to a mere four Restriction Objectives. Restriction Objectives are amply discussed in 
other  ICS-Compendium volumes. We will briefl y describe them here in order to illustrate 
the difference in meaning of the terms, Dependency and Restriction, as we see it.  
According to the ICS-Dictionary:

  Mandatory Restriction Objective: One of four Performance Restriction Objectives, 
a Mandatory Restriction is inserted into a Schedule to refl ect a mandatory 
sequencing requirement. For example, a contract may require the completion 
of Phase II before Phase III commences.

  Natural Restriction Objective: One of four Performance Restriction Objectives, a 
Natural Restriction is inserted into a Schedule to refl ect a particular sequencing 
of Activities as required by the very nature of the Work being performed. For 
instance, it is impossible to paint a wall before the wall is fi rst built.

  Practical Restriction Objective: One of four Performance Restriction Objectives, a 
Practical Restriction is inserted into a Schedule to refl ect what is deemed by the 
Project Team (those whose input establishes the content of the Schedule) to be the 
most practical approach to the Work. An example of a Practical Restriction is the 
decision to complete fl oor fi nishes from the top down in a multi-story structure. 
Finishing bottom-up would create a situation where dirt and debris of upper fl oors 
would be "swept" onto lower, already-completed fl oors (an impractical scenario).

  Logistical Restriction Objective: One of four Performance Restriction Objectives, a 
Logistical Restriction is inserted into a Schedule to refl ect logistical considerations 
of Project Execution, including: the procurement, supply, and maintenance 
of equipment; the acquisition, deployment, and movement of personnel; the 
availability of and access to work spaces, and so forth.

It is our view that only one of the four  Performance Restriction Objectives depicts 
a truly Dependent Relationship: the  Natural Restriction. Who would disagree with the 
assertion that one cannot paint a wall before it is fi rst built? In this sense, the Painting 
Contractor is fully dependent on the prior performance of the Masonry Contractor to 
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erect the wall. 

But when we look at the other three Restriction Objectives, the downstream Activity is 
not actually prevented from performing its work. Instead, it is simply restricted from 
proceeding, per a previous agreement among the parties to the Project (and contributors 
to the Schedule). 

  Mandatory Restriction:  While the Contract may mandate that PHASE III Work must 
follow PHASE II, a Contractor may elect to ignore the Contract, and “seek 
forgiveness” from the Owner. The Contractor may argue that another contractual 
requirement, to “mitigate delays” trumps the phasing requirement. The point is 
that, from a physical perspective, the Contractor can proceed with PHASE III even 
before PHASE II has been completed. This proves that the PHASE III Activity is 
not dependent, per se, on any PHASE II Activities (unless, of course, there is also 
Natural Restriction between the involved Activities).

   Practical Restriction: While finishing top-down makes a lot of sense, if laboratory 
equipment arrives early and the labs are on the top floor, an exception to the 
 Practical Restriction may be made. Again, there is no immutable dependency 
between floors; only a preferential order expressed as a self-imposed Restriction.

  Logistical Restriction: Perhaps a pre-negotiated idea had been struck to let the 
Mechanical Contractor install overhead duct work before commencement of 
masonry block walls. But if the “duct man” gets tied up elsewhere, the mason 
might very well choose to “go ahead with the walls” anyway. In this example 
we see that the ERECT MASONRY WALLS Activity is not wholly dependent on the 
INSTALL DUCT WORK Activity. It is, however, restricted by it, as a consequence of 
an agreement between the two Contractors.

When you take the word “Dependency” literally, except for Natural Restrictions, are any 
of the other “downstream” Activities absolutely dependent on the upstream Activities 
in order to perform their Work? We think not.

But – and this is the main point under this subheading – all four Restriction Objectives 
refl ect  Commitments made by the members of the Project Team to one another. And 
these Commitments, once incorporated into the Schedule, create binding Performance 
Restrictions (albeit, self-imposed ones) such that downstream Activities are to some 
degree Restricted from either starting or completing, pending the prior  Work Performance 
of upstream Activities. 
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III.D.2: Comparing Dominant and Cognitive Relationship Terminology
So now you know why Cognitive Project Management decided to retire the word 
Dependency, and replace it with the more descriptive word, Restriction. 

Here are substitutions we will use throughout the ICS-Compendium:

Dominant Project Management Cognitive Project Management
Relationship Performance Restriction
Dependency Immediate Restriction (Restriction, for short)
Dependent Upon Restricted by
Dependent Activity  Restricted Activity
Successor Activity Restricted Activity
Predecessor Activity  Restricting Activity
Relationship Type  Restriction Linkage
 Leads and Lags Restriction Delays
 Finish-to-Start Dependency  Default Restriction
  Start-to-Start Dependency  Start Restriction
 Finish-to-Finish Dependency  Finish Restriction
  Start-to-Finish Dependency  Holdback Restriction

Using the word Restriction not only reduces the amount of confusion, it also suggests 
to us a different perspective — a different way for us to understand how Activities in a 
Network-Based Schedule really interrelate to one another. Where the word Dependency 
describes the nature of the Relationship, the word Restriction describes the effect of the 
Relationship.

This substitution of terms also fi ts well with our category name,  Progressive Relationship. 
For if we allow it to, the term  Restriction Type can be used to differentiate between 
Immediately-Restricting and Eventually-Impacting; to distinguish between Activities 
that are immediately prior to the Restricted Activity, and those that are more distantly 
linked to the Restricted Activity.

Refer back to Figure F001. Do you see the second bullet within the Progressive box -- 
Immediately-Restricting? Well, that is what  Dominant Project Management refers to as a 
Dependent Relationship. The Dependent Relationship per Dominant Project Management 
is the same as an Immediately-Restricting Relationship according to Cognitive Project 
Management .  As for  Eventually-Impacting Relationships, these are completely ignored 
by Dominant Project Management.
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We hope this clears things up. And so, given this lengthy clarifi cation, we now state rather 
unequivocally that throughout the entire ICS-Compendium -- whenever we use the term 
Restriction by itself, unless clarifi ed otherwise, we mean it to refer to an Immediately-
Restricting Relationship within the Progressive Relationship category. 

IV: Definitions of Terms Used in this White Paper
The following defi nitions, for technical or unusual terms used in this White Paper, are 
excerpted from the ICS-Dictionary. You may wish to consult the ICS-Dictionary for 
additional terms not defi ned in the following glossary.

  Activity: The most basic building block of a Project Schedule, an Activity represents 
a discrete portion of the overall Scope of Work to be performed through Project 
Execution, with support from Project Administration. Resident in a CPM Network 
Diagram, an Activity is an artifi cial representation of its real life counterpart, a 
Project Execution Action. The dimensions of a single Activity's included Work 
Scope are circumscribed by the Activity Description and Activity Duration, as 
well as the corresponding Action's location, complexity, performers, and other 
limiting factors.

  Cognitive Project Management: The ICS-Compendium advocates Cognitive Project 
Management as a superior alternative, designed specifi cally for Construction 
Project Management as practiced in North America. Conversely, the 
ICS-Compendium uses the term Dominant Project Management to refer to the 
broadest grouping of contemporary literature, dogma, standards, best practices, 
and other formal writings and teachings on Project Management topics. In a 
word, Dominant Project Management refers to today’s “conventional wisdom” 
on Project Management topics.

  Communal Relationship: A Communal Relationship is formed between two Activities if 
they share one or more common, Project Performance Determinants. A Progressive 
Relationship is one of three Relationship Categories found in a CPM Schedule.

  Dominant Project Management: The term Dominant Project Management is used 
throughout the ICS-Compendium to refer to the broadest grouping of contemporary 
literature, dogma, standards, best practices, and other formal writings and teachings 
on Project Management topics. In a word, Dominant Project Management refers 
to today’s “conventional wisdom” on Project Management topics. In contrast, 
the ICS-Compendium advocates Cognitive Project Management as a superior 
alternative, designed specifi cally for Construction Project Management as 
practiced in North America.
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  ICS-Compendium: A ten-volume set of books that provide a comprehensive treatment 
of Project Time Management for the Construction Industry. The fi rst four 
volumes, further designated as the Dominant Project Management Series, fully 
discuss Project Time Management as currently practiced in Construction Project 
Management.  The next four volumes, dubbed the Cognitive Project Management 
Series, comprehensively explain the innovations in and improvements to Project 
Time Management as offered by Cognitive Project Management. The fi nal two 
volumes contain general reference information, including the ICS-Dictionary, 
and ground-breaking ICS-White Papers.

  Logistical Restriction Objective: One of four Performance Restriction Objectives, a 
Logistical Restriction is inserted into a Schedule to refl ect logistical considerations 
of Project Execution, including: the procurement, supply, and maintenance 
of equipment; the acquisition, deployment, and movement of personnel; the 
availability of and access to work spaces, and so forth.

  Mandatory Restriction Objective: One of four Performance Restriction Objectives, 
a Mandatory Restriction is inserted into a Schedule to refl ect a mandatory 
sequencing requirement. For example, a contract may require the completion 
of Phase II before Phase III commences.

  Natural Restriction Objective: One of four Performance Restriction Objectives, a 
Natural Restriction is inserted into a Schedule to refl ect a particular sequencing 
of Activities as required by the very nature of the Work being performed. For 
instance, it is impossible to paint a wall before the wall is fi rst built.

  Performance Determinant: A Performance Determinant is a Project Performance Variable 
that is shared by Activities in a Communal Relationship. Examples of Project 
Determinants include information (e.g., timely answer to an RFI), participants 
(e.g., access to Owner, PM, etc), work space (e.g., access to job site or limited 
work area), and resources (e.g., labor, materials, equipment).

  Performance Restriction: Performance Restriction is the name that Cognitive Project 
Management has given to the four possible ways that Activities can be dependently 
linked to one another in Progressive Relationships within the Critical Path 
Method. Each distinct confi guration is called a Restriction Linkage. The four 
Restriction Linkages of Cognitive Project Management correspond to the four 
Dependency Types (or Relationship Types) of Dominant Project Management: 
Default Restriction (Finish-to-Start Dependency), Start Restriction (Start-to-Start 
Dependency), Finish Restriction (Finish-to-Finish Dependency), and Holdback 
Restriction (Start-to-Finish Dependency).
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  Performance Restriction Objectives: Cognitive Project Management has identifi ed four 
Performance Restriction Objectives that collectively cover the host of reasons 
why Activities in a Network-Based Schedule would be interconnected to one 
another by way of Performance Restrictions. The four Performance Restriction 
Objectives are: Logistical ,Mandatory, Natural, and Practical.

  Practical Restriction Objective: One of four Performance Restriction Objectives, a 
Practical Restriction is inserted into a Schedule to refl ect what is deemed by the 
Project Team (those whose input establishes the content of the Schedule) to be the 
most practical approach to the Work. An example of a Practical Restriction is the 
decision to complete fl oor fi nishes from the top down in a multi-story structure. 
Finishing bottom-up would create a situation where dirt and debris of upper fl oors 
would be "swept" onto lower, already-completed fl oors (an impractical scenario).

  Progressive Relationship: A Progressive Relationship exists between two Activities that 
are linked together by way of Performance Restrictions (and possibly additional 
intervening Activities). In a Progressive Relationship, the timing of a downstream 
Activity is or will be affected by the timely performance of one or more upstream 
Activities.

  Project Execution: One of four Project Management Domains within the Cognitive 
Project Management model, Project Execution is where the rubber meets the 
road. This is the Project Management Domain where the work of the Project is 
performed. The Project Executor is Cognitive Project Management's title for the 
role more commonly known as General Superintendent.

  Project Time Management: The central component of effective Project Management. A 
basic tenet of Cognitive Project Management is that effective Project Execution 
simply cannot be achieved without the correspondingly effective use of Time by 
the Project Execution Team. Project Time Management requires the development, 
maintenance, and use of products and services especially designed for this purpose.

  Restriction: According to Cognitive Project Management, any Immediately-
Restricting Progressive Relationship connects two Activities such that the 
performance of the downstream Activity is to some measurable extent delayed 
by the prior performance of the upstream Activity. This delaying effect is called 
a Restriction, and the extent of the Restriction is numerically expressed as a 
Restriction Delay.

  Symbiotic Relationship: A Symbiotic Relationship between two Activities is one in 
which the performance of each Activity may (or may not) have an impact/effect 
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on the conditions under which the other Activity must perform. The potential to 
impact or affect the other Activity's operational conditions exists in both directions 
– but need not necessarily ever occur. A Symbiotic Relationship is one of three 
Relationship Categories that may be found in a CPM Schedule.
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